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CHAPTER I 

XHTEOBUmGS 

The Problem 

The human eye alone cannot sense the differed color 

wave® contained within white light until they are bent by 

a prism, or prism-like clear material, or reflected from a 

colored surface* When separated, the light waves enter the 

eye, where they are brought into focus by the lens, which 

throws the light waves on the retinal At the retina, color 

selective cells* known as tones, are stimulated by a chemical 

reaction awl emit nerve impulses, which are carried by the 

optic nerve to the occipital area at the back of the brain, 

where they are interpreted.2 

The phenomenon of color vision is one of the most stim-

ulating and vital senses a human being may possess* lit, 

like the sense of sight itself, color vision must be experi-

enced visually before one may fully become aware of what 

color means* To explain verbally to a person blind from 

birth the color of a rose would be difficult indeed. 

*Maraie Sussell Mufcs, fctjnftm M itt (Minneapolis, 
1930J, p. 3d. 

2Floyd L. Ruch, ggrBfcfr&Mqr. i M UlSk {Chicago, 1953), 
p. 204* 
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1% is only natural that a teacher, attempting to com-

munieate certain aspects of color, would seek a means of 

instruction which would provide as much visual cosaaunieation 

as possible* Because of this fact, the medium of audio* 

visual education la a logical choice. 

Sine# tha fir at audio-visual center was established in 

1905' in 91* Louis*? th@ medium has been established as a 

valid and useful aid in teaching. After a detailed study 

of tha research dona in audio-visual ©duoation, tha national 

Society for tha Study of Mutation mad# tha following state-

ment* 

1. Thay Caudio^visuals"] supply a concreta basis for 
conceptual thinking and' henee reduce meaningless 
word responses of students* 

2* Thay hava a high dagraa of intarast for students. 
3. Thay supply tha necessary basis for developmental 

learning and hence make learning more permanent* 
4. Thay offer a reality of experience which stimulates 

self-activity on the part of the student* 
5# They develop a continuity of thought! this is es-

pecially true of motion pictures* 
6* They contribute to growth of meaning and hence to 

vocabulary development. 
7. They provide experiences not easily secured by • 

other materials and contribute to the efficiency* 
depth* and variety of learning.* 

3James Si Kinder, IftfttrtaXft.rial Xlflta*,«llt 
(Hew Tork* 1959)* ?« 19. 

Hdgar Sale* Barnes Finn and Charles F* loban* Jr., 
"lesearch on Audio-fiaual Materials," Audio-Visual 
of Forty-eighth yearbook of the national' Society 
for the itudy of Education, Fart I Chicago, 1949)* p. W , 
cited in James S. Kinder, ludlo-flaual ffalffglAf fiM tfgteaflttffi 
(Kew Tork, 1959)# p. 19. 
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On® study from the University of Wisconsin reported that 

the students on the Junior high level showed a 20*5 percent 

gain in factual knowledge with the use of audio-visuals*? 

Another study of Junior hi# students from the University of 

Wisconsin shotted gain® of 3& percent in retention*^ Eeaearch 

h&s shown that in nearly all aspects of learning, audio-

visuals have a real end worthwhile value.? 

Based on the fact that color is a visual experience and 

that experience itself aay be the "key to understanding,*^ 

it is the purpose of this study to present three units for 

the instruction of certain aspects of color by using the 

techniques of audio-visual education which utilise the school 

stage as a laboratory* Some areas of color theory way he 

effectively taught in the classrooni however, many aay he 

»@re vividly taught by using the facilities of the school 

stage* The study describes how a typical Junior-high stage 

in the Dallas Independent School District was used as an 

extension of the classroom* the study demonstrates how such 

a stage and its apparatus become an audio-visual tool that 

the teacher nay not hope to duplicate in the classroom* 

%inder, m* til.-* p. 13. 62M£*» p. 14. 

VP* 13-15. 

*A, Gordon Kelvin, Method for Mew Schools (lew York, 
1941), p. 16 



As a part of this study, a survey was made of thirty 

major school systems throughout the country* Art supervisors 

of these major school systems were asked to respond to a 

questionnaire, designed to show If any of their teachers use 

the school stage as a color laboratory* The questionnaire 

further asked if colored lights or any other audio-visual 

aids are used to teach color theory* 

Most of the art supervisors indicated that their 

teachers use the m m common audio-visual aids, such as 

flits strips* slides* and moving pictures* Eleven of the 

thirty stated that colored lights are used* light of the 

thirty use the school stage as a color laboratory in teach-

ing stagecraft and in performing isolated color experiments, 

lone of the thirty art supervisors indicated the use of the 

school stage as an audio-visual extension of the classroom* 

An example of the questionnaire is provided in the Appendix* 

The Objectives 

2a &£££&£ llliSl 

Since the teaching units presented in this study deal 

priaarily with the visual experience in the framework of 

audio-visual education, visual aids should he defined* 

Cross and Oypher give the following definition} 

Visual aids are primarily those selected, 
controlled visual experiences which are presented 
to the learner for the purpose of providing him 



with a true and accurat# ritual picture impression 
which, la turn, will be recalled at appropriate 
lat#r times by the learner." 

To #r#at# such visual picture l®pr«ssi<m«t this study 

utilis## the stag® lights in conjunction with displays and 

experiments. A slid® proj©<3tor Is used, not only for the 

purpose of projecting slid##, but for a light sours# to b# 

used with a prism to produce a sp«etruau With th© aid ©f a 

mirror, th# spectrum is magnified and directed over a wide 

area of th# stag#* All of th# apparatus used in th# presen-

tations say be found either1 on the stage, in the classroom, 

or in. the home* 

£& M U m & & gctofil S&msa m H a 

The school stage* with its unique characteristics* pro-

rides an excellent color laboratory# Because of th# uncluttered 
* 

space# students may be arranged and rearranged with mora ease 

than in th# typical classroom* Th® space further provides a 

fr##r area for setting' up displays and presenting demon-

strations. • 

By closing the curtains on the stage, nearly all 

undesired light and rlsual distractions may be controlled. 

This control of outside light enables th# teacher to 

manipulate the light environment on the stage. The stage 

9A. «J. Poy Cross and Irene ?• Cypher, AlitoMEUlMA 
Education (W#w fork, 1961), p» 5. 
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lights are arranged in sets of the primary colors of light, 

which are red, blue, and g r e e n . S i n c e each color s»ay be 

controlled separately or ia combination with the others, 

the color environment ©a the stag® lias with the desires 

of the teacher. 

In MiftjEtt, Ttomfe liielywwal 

To realise the most benefit fro® visual aids, students 

themselves must participate ia the learning situation*13* 

In order to involve the students, all demonstrations in 

this study are accompanied by discussions. Further student 

participation is insured by designing demonstrations in 

which the students must individually perform certain tasks* 

The exaet nature of these tasks is described in detail in 

the unit plans in Chapter 1?. 

• the Stop# of the Problem 

This study brings into focus those areas of color theory 

whith may best b# taught by using the stage laboratory and by 

leaving other aspects of color for the classroom. The study 

develops three teaching units, which may be adapted for use 

with seventh-, eighth-, end ninth-grade students* These wits 

deal with the following general areas of color theory: 

*%uch# jbobu £&«• p* 217# 

^William H. Allen, "Audiovisual Communication 

assistance of Marie %Juib a, litplfititii it M M s M o M 
3rd ed., ()M. fork, I960), p.125. 



1* What Is color? 

2, Where does color originate? 

3# What happens to light to enable it to %e seen as 

color? 

4. What does pigment hair# t© do with color? 

5. What happens to pigment voider varying light 

conditions? 

6. What is additive color? 

?» Hon does additive color differ fron subtraetive 

color? 

8. Row have artists used tha theory of additive color? 

9* What ia tha difference between tha primary colors 

of light and the primary eolora of pigment? 

Tha study develops a test which la to ha given la an 

affort to ravaal tha amount of learning that has occurred and 

to enable comparisons to he made aaong tha three teaching 

units a# to effectiveness, A. correlation between I.Q, rating 

and degree of learning is also developed in order to reveal 

the performance of students in low separate X.Q* groups* 



CHAPTER II 

PRKPAEATIOK AND DESCRIPTIOH 

OF ?JtS STAGE 

Oeseription of the Stage 
awd Equipment 

The stage used in 'this study is located at Thomas C. 

Marsh Junior High School, 3$3$ Crown Shore Drive,in Dallas, 

Texas. Although T. C. Marsh Junior II# is a new school, 

its stage is representative of most junior high stages in 

the Ballas Independent School District. 

With all the curtains drawn, the working area contains 

approximately 407 square feet* This amount of apace provides 

sore than enough area for a class of 35 students, together 

with apparatus for demonstrations. 

When drawn, the onstage curtains and main curtains form 

a room m the stage free from unwanted light sources and 

visual distractions. The control of unwanted light is 

necessary when certain color environments are desired* With 

visual distractions reduced, more attention may he given to 

the demonstrations. 

The stage 1s equipped with both stage lights and foot-

lights. The stage lights are arranged in two hanks, one at 

the front and one at the hack of the stage. Containing 

# 



twenty-two sets of red, green, and blue lights, the first 

bank provides only colored light. With eighteen sets of 

red, blue, and green lights plus six white work lights, the 

second bank provides both colored light and regular light, 

Each row of colored lights may be controlled separately or 

in combinations. The footlights contain eighteen sets of 

the primaries and have the same controls as the stage lights. 

Figure 1 is a floor plan of the stage and shows its various 

apparatus. 

n »*• C O * * 6 6 . o . n ..rri 

• o 

Stage curtains 
M2X3 Regular stage lights 
.airsez Stage lights with work lights 

Footlights 
=# Electrical outlet 

Switch box 

Fig. 1—General floor plan of the stage 

Distributed around the stage wall are electrical outlets, 

which may be controlled from the main switchboard. Any one of 
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these outlet* may be vm%d for operating the slid* projector, 

which will be used la some of the teaching unit®. 

Utilisation of the Stag© for Saeh 
teaching Unit 

A detailed discussion of how the stags is to be used, 

along with illustrations, is given in the description of the 

individual teaching unita In Chapter IV, Three consecutive ' •' 

class aaaaiona are devoted to the administration of the three 

units, each unit requiring one class period. The following 

information is a genial description for the utilization of 

the stage, 

pace pr+MffflMtflB Ms. M H XV 

1# The preliminary introduction and preparation are 

given offstage. 

2, The students bring ehairs from the classroom and 

arrange the® on stage~left, facing stage-right. 

3. All curtains are drawn. 

4* The work lights are on whan the students enter the 

stage. 

5» All stage llghta and ffeifct lights are to be used. 

6. All apparatus for experiments is prearranged on 

stage-right before the students arrive. 

Stage Preparation for Unit ' 

1. Review and preparation of students are given offstage. 

2. The students arrange their chairs on stage-left, 

facing stage-right. 
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3. All curtains are drawn, 

4. The red, green, or blue stag* lighta and footlights 

are on when the students arrive. 

5* All stage lights and footlights are to he used, 

fc. All apparatus for experiments is plated on stage-left. 

7. The last experiment in Unit II requires all apparatus 

to to# removed and the students to be distributed over 

the stag®* 

SPM® f i m M A l m ftc M & III 

1. Eeview and preparation are done offstage, 

2* The students arrange the chairs on stage-left, 

facing stage-right. 

3. All curtains are drawn. 

4* The work lights are on when the students arrive# 

5. Only the stage lights are used. 

6. All apparatus is arranged, on stage-left. 



CHAPTER III 

COLOR THEOHr 

To fully comprehend the sensation of color, three baste 

elements must be understood. Balinkin refers t© these 

elements as source, substance, and sensation, which he calls 

the "Three if« of Color Science."* Because these factors 

work together t# produce the sensation known as color, the 

alteration of any one of them will cause the color to vary# 

Source 

the sun not only warns the earth and sustains the very 

life that exists here, hut it provides the planet's main 

source of light* Science has discovered that all of the 

sun*s eleetromagnet ie waves are identical, except that they 

vary in wave lengths.2 Although many wave lengths penetrate 

our earth's atmosphere, only a small portion of them is 

visible t© the human eye. This snail range Is called the 

visible spectrum and extends fro® 400 to 700 millimicrons in 

1Isay A. Bfidinkin, "Color Facts and Phenomena," 1%% 

itom 

^Research Laboratories of the International Printing 
Ink Corporation and Subsidiary Companies, figflC M MA!,* 
Number gt & Series st Maaegranha QXk Cofor (Mew fork, 
fiPPIiPPPPpPPPPPlI^^ fiPPPPSIP^PPlS •• - ; w """" ̂  ^ 

1935)7 *• 5. 
12 
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wave length.^ Figure 2 shows the entire electromagnetic 

spectrum, including the small region of the visible spectrum. 

Gamma Rays 

400 

450 

500 

550 

600 

650 

X Rays -

— 

- • a 

-

Ultraviolet 
Rays 

Infrared Rays 

700 
Wave Length 
(Millimicrons) 

Hertzian 
Rays 

Radio Waves 

Long Electrical 
Oscillations 

Wave Length 
(Millimicrons) 

Fig. 2—The entire electromagnetic spectrum, including 
the visible spectrum. 

10-4 lx-unit 

10-1 1 Angstrom unit 

Millimicron 

Micron 

1 Millimeter 

1 Centimeter 

10-6 

10-8 

1 Meter ..10-9 

1 0 - 1 0 

- - 1 0 - 1 1 

--10-12 1 Kilometer 

--10-13 

10-14 

.-10-15 

'Ibid, 
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At Cambridge iniversity in 1666, Sir Isaac Mewton first 

projected a b«am of the im'i light through & prism, thus 

allowing the different wave lengths of the visible spectrum 

to be seen* % directing the resulting spectrum through a 

convex lent, he wee able to remix the wwe lengths, thereby 

changing then back into white light.^ 

Bewton*s experiments demonstrated that the visible 

spectrum is wide up of six different wave lengths» which 

cause the sensation of certain colors when viewed separately 

by the human eye* The experiments further demonstrated 

that when these wave lengths enter the eye in equal combi-

nations, a sensation of white is experienced* la the ease 

of light, the combination is invisible except when projected 

on a screen or through smoke or heavy dust-laden air.^ 

The light waves, or white light, pass through the atmos-

phere at the same rate of speedf however, when they pass 

through a clear material, such as a glass prism, their 

refraction depends upon the length of the individual wave.^ 

^Herman Friedman* "The Sun," National 
C X m i X November, 1965), 726* 

*lbid* 

^Research Laboratories, p# t. 
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As shown in Figure 3, when the light enters the prism, the 

shorter wave lengths are refracted# or fcent, at a sharp r 

angle and pass through the glass first. 

Fig# 3 — Refraction of light Waves through a prism 

Since violet is the shortest, it appears first, and the 

others follow, according to their frequency, ending with 

red, the longest. The following list shows the lengths 

in millimicrons of the six colors in the spectrum: 

Violet extends from 400 to 460 
Blue " * 460 to 500 
Green * n 500 to 570 
Yellow * * 570 to 590 
Orange * * 590 to 610 7 
$ei * " 610 to 700 ' 

It is fortunate that the sun radiates the variety of 

light waves that it does# If any one of the six color waves 

was eliminated, all colors dependent upon that wave length 

would be altered. Balinkin emphasises this fact by pointing 

out that if the sun were like a sodium lamp, which emits only 

a bright yellow light, the earth would be a drab, virtually 

colorless planet.^ 

7lbid.. p. 4. ^Balinkin, op. cit., p. 3* 
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Substance 

As the white light comes in contact with the surface 

of an object, the surface reacts to the light in a way which 

enables the human eye to experience the sensation of color. 

When the light strikes the object's surface, some of its 

wave lengths are usually absorbed and others reflected. The 

eye receives the reflected frequencies, and color Is seen. 

When all the wave lengths are reflected, the eye senses white; 

when they are all absorbed, black is experienced. The 

object's surface is like a selective mirror, which reflects 

certain wave frequencies and absorbs others.9 

When the surface of an object is Viewed under a micro* 

scope, small particles of pigment may be seem. These pigment 

particles have the property of selectively absorbing some 

light waves. This selective absorption may take place in 

two ways, either with transparent pigment or with opaque 

pigment.10 

Transparent red pigment has the property of absorbing 

violet, blue, green, and yellow light, but it allows red 

light to pass throw# freely. As Figure 4 shows, when the 

red light passes through the pigment and strikes a white 

9Ibld. 

•^Research Laboratories, £SL* clt«. p. 12. 
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surface, the light is reflected hack through the pigment 

and into the air# 11 

Incident 
Beam Reflected 

£ 
White Surface ' 

Fig. 4—Transparent red 

A slightly different reaction occurs with opaque 

pigment. Opaque red pigment, if the particles are in 

sufficient number, will absorb violet, blue, green, and 

yellow,hut will reflect the red light from the pigment 

itself. As shown in Figure 5# no light reaches the surface 

on which the pigment is spread.*2 

Incident 
Beam Reflected 

White Surface 

Pig. 5 — Opaque red 

Often different colored pigments are combined to 

produce a variety of colors. Usually, these combinations 

11 
Ibid. 

12 
Jbii. 
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are achieved by overlapping one transparent, pigmented film 

over another, by mixing transparent pigments together, or by 

mixing opaque pigments together. 

Figure 6 illustrates what happens when a blue film is 

superimposed over a yellow film. When the incident beam 

strikes the overlapping blue film, violet, blue, and green 

pass through* Red, yellow, and orange light are completely 

absorbed. The underlying yellow film absorbs the violet and 

blue light but transmits the green light. The green is then 

reflected from the white surface back through the film and 

into the air.^3 

Incident / 
Beam Reflected 

White Surface 

Fig. 6—Blue pigmented film superimposed over yellow 
film. 

A similar reaction occurs when transparent pigments of 

yellow and blue are mixed. When the incident beam strikes 

the pigments, the yellow absorbs the violet and blue light, 

and the blue absorbs the red, orange, and yellow light. 

Since both yellow and blue pigments transmit green light, 

that color passes through and is reflected off the white 

133M&.. P. H . 



Incident 
Beam Reflected 

\ 

Lf a > v 

White Surface 

Fig, 7—Transparent green 
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surface# It then passes back 

through the pigment film and 

into the air, as illustrated 

in Figure 7.14 , 

Light absorption 

occurs in the same manner 

with opaque pigment as it 

does with transparent 

pigment. Some complications do arise, however, in regard to 

the size of the different pigment particles. As is shown in 

Figure 8, if the blue particles are smaller than the yellow 

particles, yet mixed in equal volume, the smaller blue 

particles will tend to surround the larger yellow ones# The 

result is a bluer green than if they were of equal sisse* 

However, a yellower green would occur if the blue pigment 

particles were larger than the yellow as shown in Figure 9#^ 

Fig. 3--Small blue 
articles surrounding 
.arger yellow particles# 

Fig. 9—Small yellow 
particles surrounding 
larger blue particles# 

14 Ibid, 15Ibid.. p. 15. 
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The process of color mixing discussed thus far is known 

a* the subtractlve nethod because of the selective absorption 

of the pigments.. However, when colored lights are mixed, a 

different process takes place, which is known as the additive 

nethod**^ The color that results fron the mixing of paint or 

dyes is subtractlve color, and the color that results froa 

the nixing of light is additive color* 

The difference between these two methods shows up when 

colors are nixed* When colored lights are added together, 

they sonetines result in a different color sensation than 

when the sane colors in pigment form are m i x e d j f one 

blue segment and one yellow segment are arranged on a 

Maxwell disk^ and rotated at a high rate of speed# the 

eye will be unable to see the® separately and will see only 

the mixture* The resulting color sensation will be gray*^ 

Gray is quite different fron the green that would result 

fron a Mixture ef blue and yellow paint* 

Because of the differences that result from additive 

color nixing and aubtractive color mixing, the primary 

colors of light are different fron those of paint or dye* 

^Xbld*, p. 16. ^Ruch, ££• clt.f p* 212. 

^%he Maxwell disk is an adjustable color wheel, 
invented by Janes Clark Maxwell, which, when rotated at 
a high rate of speed, create® a visual blending of color* 
By adjusting the proportionate amounts of color ©a the 
wheel, the resultant mixture produced when the wheel is 
spun nay be varied* Research Laboratoris, $E* nit.. p» 16* 

19X£M* 
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As illustrated in Figure !0# the primary colors of light are 

red, blue, and green; in paint or dye, they are red, blue, 

and yellow* The difference in the secondary hues of light 

and pigment are also shown in Figure 10* 

Light . Pigment 

Fig. 10—Primary and secondary colors of light and 
pigment# 

When an artist mixes the exact color he wants on his 
. i X • t • ' '• :• , . ; 

palette before applying it to the canvas, he is using the 

subtractive method of color mixture. However, a group of 

artists, known as the Impressionists and Post-Impressionists, 

got their color mixtures by placing small dabs of color in 

close conjunction, creating an additive mixture when the 

painting is viewed from a distance* Georges Seurat is 

famous for his particular use of additive color, which is 

referred to as "pointillism,* because of his use of small 

20 Ruch, cit*, p. 221. 
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point0 of color. When small dots of paint are placed ia 

close conjunction and viewed from a dist&Bee, the resulting 

additive blend will be the same as if the colors were spun 

on a Maxwell disk. From a distance, fallow m d blue points 

.in equal proportions produce gray,22 

Sensation 

The human eye acts as a sensory device which receive® 

and registers light waves, according to their frequencies# 

Although a great deal is known about color vision, not all 

the interactions that take place within the rods and cones 

are u n d e r s t o o d . j n Spit© of these gaps in knowledge, 

scientists have projected theories of color vision based 

upon what is known about the eye. 

Physiologically speaking, an incident light beam enters 

the eye through the l<ana, where it is focused and projected 

on the retina* The iaag® is converted at the retina into 

nerve impulses, which are interpreted by the brain, allowing 

the image to be realised*^ 

^Ray Faulkner, Edwin Ziegfeld and Gerald Hill, i£& 
Today. 3rd ed« (Hew York, 1956), p. 535* 

22Research Laboratories, &&• cit.. p* 16. 

2>H, Jiartridge, gjjrpirg S8& M m gft M £ ' M m (London, 
1949), p. 109. 

%b|d», pp. 101-102, 
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The sensation of light is initiated in the retina by 

ss&ll cells known as rod® and cones. That* ©#11® ar® 

referred t© as rods and cones because of their shapes. The 

rod-shaped tell# respond to dim light and give a colorless 

response. When dim light is lightened, the cones seem t© 

take over, giving a color response.2^ For this reason* it 

may be said' that the rods are used for night vision and the 

cones for day vision# 

Exactly what happens within the cones to precipitate 

color vision is not fully understood; however, there is a 

color theory first postulated by Thomas Young that attenpts 

to explain color vision. Young*s theory states that the 

retina contains three basic sets of cones# Each set is able 

t© detect a certain rang® of light frequencies* The 

functioning of these selective cones, either singly or in 

combination, enables the human ay© to see the colors ©f the 

spectrins and the colors of objects. 

Young*s three-color theory further states that within 

the retina exist light-sensitive chemicals, which undergo 

a breakdown when exposed to light waves# The breakdown 

caused by red waves is different from that caused by green 

waves, and the breakdown from green waves is different from 

2 •'Ibid. • p, 105. 

26Xbid.. p. 109. 
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that of &lu« ««tm. The extent of the breakdown is relative 

to tit® strength of the light waves* If more than one light 

wave or color is present on the retina, a combination of 

breakdown products will be present in proportion to the 

intensity of tha color* This chemical breakdown continues 

as long as thsra is a constant light falling on the retina; 

however, whan the light waves ara changed or removed, a 

reconverting action takes place and restores the breakdown 

material %ek to its original state* As light changes in 

thetye, there is a constant breakdown and reconversion 

action* 

the cones react to the breakdown products like very 

selective detectors and estimate the type and quantity of 

the breakdown products* Toting reasons that* in order for 

the human eye to discern all colors, there must be three 

varieties of cones, each detecting certain types of break* 

down products* The first set detects red, orange, and 

yellow breakdown products; the second detects yellow-green, 

green, and blue-green breakdown products; the third detects 

blue-green, blue, and violet breakdown products* The 

reaction of the cones sends the necessary nerve stimulus 

through the optic nerve to the brain,where it is Inter* 

preted.2^ 

27Xbld.. pp. 109-110, 

2*Ibid.« p* 110. 
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With a dospor und«rstanding of ths thraa naia •ltawnts 

of color sei*nc«~sourcs, «itfeft«ae*» aad seaaatloa—it 

become® clear why Baliakia considers than* important aaough 

to l*b*l these areas the *fhr#e $•• of Color Selme** Am 

uadarstaading of th« interdependence of tfeasa eleaants also 

provides a store complete appreciation sad eojBpralisasioa of 

color and what it is. 
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PlliiHTATION 

The presentation of the three teaching units is designed 

to make the post affective use of the audio-visual techniques 

employed in this study, these techniques are incorporated 

into the presentation* which is composed of five basic areas— 

the Introduction* the preview* the teaching unit* the raairf, 

'ind the follow-up# 

the Introduction and .Preparatory Discussion 

lesearch has shown that more learning occurs when an 

introduction has been presented than when an introduction has 

not been included. Based on this knowledge* and for purposes 

of Motivation and 'overfall continuity, a general introduction 

to the three teaching units is presented before the beginning 

of Unit 1# In addition* a preview of the material to be 

covered at each class session is included as a part of each 

unit* 

The general introduction briefly describes the Material 

to be covered in the three units# This introduction is 

designed to help the students organise the material that Is 

to be covered and points out what they are expected to learn. 

Chester V. Harris* editor* with the assistance of 
Mariet* |iba* MM§feiS«l HiMUMlU 3rd 

26 
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A description of what they are to experience and infraction 

in methods of note taking should further help the students 

to orient theaoselves to the units. 

The preview deals with specific material pertinent to 

the -day's study* Beginning with the second unit, a brief 
<* 

review is given which includes important points covered the 

preceding day* Following the review, it is recommended that 

new terminology he discussed#2 Important points to he covered 

and brief descriptions of content are also recommended as 

good introductory procedure*3 

The aweary and Follow-fp 

Following the reeosuiendation of Be Eiefer, a summary of 

the presentation is included at the end of every unit,2* The ! 

sttmary includes a detailed disoussion of the presentation, in 

which questions are asked and misconceptions are clarified* 

Allen suggests that the inclusion of follow-up proce-

dures, such as tests or individual reports* results in 

increased comprehension.^ The testing device used to evaluate 

this study provided such motivation* A thorough description 

of the test and how it was used appears in Chapter ?* 

Robert £• De Kiefer, lafttoUatttil BufrfflWfttaa (*«w Tork, 
1965), p. 5. 

%arris, o£* cit*. .p. 124. 

% e Kiefer, $j>* clt*. p. 5* 

Ĥarris,'i|L« P* 124* 
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The Teaching Units 

The procedures used to teach color theory ̂  *eans of 

the stag® laboratory are broken up into three units, each 

designed to be presented la one class period. $are has been 

taken to balance the amount of material to b# gives by the 

teacher each ©lass .period with activities participated in by 

the students. For purposes of continuity between unite* the 

material has been arranged so that the information Introduced 

in one unit leads to the next. Since the unite, u described 

in this chapter, are Meant to b# used only as a guide for the 

teacher, they srast be adjusted to «eet the particular 

abilities of the class or grade level taught. 

fig .ftfffitnft Mraritotftto 

Preceding the presentation of the first unit, the 

students are given a general introduction. This intro-

duction covers the areas of color to be studied in all 

three units, the procedures for note taking, and the types 

of demonstrations the students are to see while on the.stage. 

The areas of color considered in Unit I deal with the 

nature ©f color — what it is and from where it ©one®. 

Unit II consists of a discussion of why we see colors as 

we do and how light affects pigments. This unit also 

explores what happens to pigments under varying light sources. 
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The last of the presentations, tteit III, deals primarily 

With the difference between colored light and colored pig-

ments* 

For participating in the various experiments and for 

note taking, a sketch hook is required. Owing the course 

of the presentation, the students are encouraged to write 

in their hooks a smmmy of what the experiments reveal. 

Main points and new terminology, developed during the presen-

tation, are also to he noted* 

Because of the unusual locale used for presentation and 

the interesting nature ©f the equipment, the students are 

given a general briefing of what t© expect on the stage and 

how to regard it* The students are told that they will he 

sitting on the stage and that the apparatus they find on the 

stag# should not he handled until understood* The teacher is 

also careful to explain to the class that the demonstrations 

that will he seen and experienced, while they may he fun, are 

designed to teach something about color* Added incentive to 

listen is provided by informing the students that they will 

be held responsible for the information presented in each 

lesson* 
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Omit X 

Desired goals. ~»The following are the desired goals of 

this unitj 

1* To discover what color is. 

2. To understand that the surrounding light contains 

ill the eolor that is seen. 

3. to discover that thara is a difference between 

colored light and eolorad pigment. 

4* To understand why the color wheel is arranged as 

it la. 

Apparatus. —The following is a list of apparatus to he 

used in this unit* 

1* A prima, 

2* A slide projector. 

3* A screen to view the spectrum. 

4* A selector* which will be described later. 

5» A pointer stick, if desired. 

Materials. —fhe following is a list of materials needed 

by the students for this units 

1« A pencil with eraser. 

2« A small box of wax crayons. 

3# A small sketch hook . 

4. A pair of scissors. 

5« Rubber cement or ilmer*s Glue. 
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Preparatory discussion.--New terms to be presented are 

as follows: 

1« Spectrum . 

2. Color bands . 

3* Prism. 

4. Color wheel . 

Important points the students should consider are as follows5 

1. The projection of the spectrum on the screen . 

2. The arrangement of colors in the spectrum . 

3. How the spectrum is produced. 

4* The demonstration of why the color wheel is 

arranged as it is . 

Arrangement si !&&££•—Allapparatus for experiments 

is prearranged on stage-right before the students arrive* 

The students arrange their chairs on stage-left, facing stage-

right, and the curtains are drawn. All stage lights and 

footlights are to he used. The work lights are on when the 

students enter the stage. Figure 11 illustrates the stage 

arrangement. 

13 
Isl Slide projector 

and stand 
cj Lectern 
^ Prism 

* Projector screen 
X Students 

Fig. 11-Arrangement of the stage for Unit I 
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itWftl Ml Mms*~%he atudents «ri asked to writ# a 

definition of color* no matter if the answer is right or 

wrong* They will fee asked to revise their statements at 

a later point in the wit* 

Having written their definitions* the students are told 

that they are going to he shown something about color* The 

regular work lights are cut off and then on again* The lights 

lore again cut off# and the spectrum is projected oil the screen* 

At this point* the students w e asked what they have been 

shown aheut color* and their answers are heard and discussed* 

the entire demonstration is repeated with careful class 

discussion* After the working lights (white) are cut off 

and on again* the class is asked when the colors of their 

surroundings can host h# seen* They are seen best, of course* 

when the lights are ©a* This leads into the question of why 

light is necessary* with the obvious answer that nothing can 

he seen without light* 

The lights are extinguished* and the projector is turned 

on* projecting the spectrum on the screen* The class is 

asked what they are seeing* They see the spectrum* or the 

result of bending light through a prism* making visible the 

hands or sequence of colors found in the light source* The 

students are asked from where the colors that w e being seen 

cone* and they answer that the colors are in the light froa 
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the projector* When asked why a prism is needed to see the 

colors In light separately, the class responds that a prig® 

is necessary because* when color# in Ugjfct are equally nixed* 

they produce white light* The prism refracts or bends the 

light through the glass* slowing down the different light 

waves in relation to their- wave lengths*^ The waves are thus 

separated into color hands, 

the class is then asked if anyone has wondered why ©me 

may mix equal amounts of the colors in light and get a white 

color and do the same thing in paint and produce a muddy 

color* The answer is that light sixes differently from 

colored paints* this point will he studied later in 9nit 111* 

In bringing the discussion to a close* the students are 

asked to evaluate their original definitions of color and to 

change them if necessary* If some definite conclusions have 

not come out of the previous discussions* the teacher should 

bring them out at this time in the form of a brief review* 

Some of these conclusions are as follows: 

1* Color is light. 

2, All the colors we see are in the surrounding light.7 

3* there is a definite difference between colored light 

and colored paint* 

^Research Laboratories* alt-. p, S« 

^Balinkin* £&• eit*f p, % 
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m d m w U M M * —Several interesting exper-

iments may he performed with the spectrum, either during some 

of the previous discussions or at the end of the discussion. 

While the spectrum if projected ©a th® screen, the 

various color hand# are pointed out. ®y using a piece ©f 
•» 

poster heard with a thin* rectangular slit cut out of it, 

unwanted hands of color way he blocked, permitting only that 

part of the spectrum that will come through the slit to he 

seen* Individual colors siay he seen easily, and their 

division will he made clearer hy the use of the selector# 

By placing a mirror in the path of the refracted 

light from the prism, a magnified image of the spectrum may 

he flashed around the room# The image should he thrown on 

the walls, the floor, and even on the students* If a student 

desires, he ean hold up his sketch pad and see a elose~up 

view of the spectrum. After requesting that the students 

squint their eyes, the teacher any then move the spectrum 

across the eyes of the students. The light diffuses as it 

strikes the squinted eyes, and, as the spectrum moves across 

each hand of coler is completely illuminated. This experiment 

not only provides a learning experience for the students, hut 

it provides an aesthetic* experience as well. 

To help the students better understand the meaning of a 

color wheel, the teacher may take advantage of the projected 

spectrin to have the students make a color wheel. They are 
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asked to reproduce what they m the screen in their sketch 

books. A small box of ©rayons is adequate for Ilia purpose* 

It should be emphasised here that the students must not be 

Made to reproduce the spectrum in a certain, specified way, 

ether than to fellow the sequence of colors* To avoid cramping 

of individual personalities, this point cannot be stressed too 

much* 

After the spectrum .has been rendered, the illustration may 

he cut into segments and arranged in the general shape of a 

circle* The segments should be glued down in the notebook* 

The individual segment# should be of any shape the student 

desires* The decision of what order in which to arrange the • 

colored segments must be made by observing the spectrum pro-

jected on the screen. 

Bait II 

Desired goals. ~»The following sore the desired goals of 

this unit! 

1. To understand why colors are seen as they are. 

2. To discover what pigment is and how it affects light. 

3. To become aware of what happens to a color when it is 

viewed under a colored light of a differing hue* 

Apparatus.—The following is a list of the apparatus to 

be used in this units 

1. Five colors of construction paper, fro® which to make 

one 1-ineh by l»inch square of each color for every 

student in the class. 
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2* A small, flat "topped table. 

3# Six Jelly glasses or one-ounce jiggers, painted in 

an approximate simulation of the fix colors of the 

speetrxnu 

4» One large* colored sponge of red, yellow, green, ©r 

blue. 

5# A small package of B,*.**. 
» * 

6» A small container of water. 

7* One ld*ineh by 24-inch piece of whit# illustration 

board. 

A set of tempera paints, with at least all of the 

primary colors included. 

Materials.-'-The following is a list of materials needed 

by the students for this units 

1# The same sketch books used in Unit I. 

2, A small eontainer of glue. 

3» A pencil with eraser. 

ftflMlgiftMnr. ijtim8fl4SB-*-Tke following are questions to 

be reviewed: 

1* What is the spectrum? 

2# Why is color sequence studied by using a oolor wheel? 

3. What does light here to do with color? 

4* In what sequence are the colors of the spectrins seen? 

5» What are color bands? 
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Hew words or ideas that should b@ presented to the students 

are as follows: 

1« Pigment. 

2. Reflection, 

3, Transmission. 

The students are asked to look for answers to the following 

questions: 

1, What happens to the color in light to enable colored 

surfaces to seen? 

?• What part do pigments play in producing color? 

3* What happens to a color when it is placed in a single 

colored light, which is different in color from 

itself? 

Arrangement si &bs. aMS».~The stag© lights and footlights 

of one hue are on when the students enter the controlled area* 

The main curtain and the onstage curtains are drawn, so as to 

eliminate as much outside light as possible. All apparatus 

for experiments is arranged on the stage before the students 

enter. Figure 12 illustrates the arrangement of the stage. 

y X X X 

* *x*x * x 

x x £ * x * x x x x 

£13 Apparatus for the 
yellow sponge experiment 

c| Lectern 
>i Gasel 
x Students 

Fig* 12—Arangement of the stage for Unit II 
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Sequence 2jLliSM»—On entering the controlled area, the 

students find the colored stage lights and footlights illuminated. 

Green, red, or blue may he used* The students are given five 

pieces of colored construction paper, each of a different hue. 

The pieces are approximately 1-inch by 1-inch square. The 

students are asked to glue the colored chips in their sketch 

books, as illustrated in Figure 13, Leaving appropriate 

space in the left margin, the students make headings for 

noting the colors of the ehips under red, blue, and green 

light* The headings are written on the left-hand side of 

the page, below the colored squares shown in Figure 13* 

X&UL 

V 

AJIJL JslutL UL&bux &UWL 

• • ' •IT • 

\ 
Fig, 13—Example layout for the colored chip experiment 

The execution of the first experiment begins after the 

students have prepared their sketch books. They are asked 

to write, using the correct space under the colored chips, 
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what colors the ehips appear to be* Sine# the stage lights 

«lll» hair© been m while the students war© preparing their 

sketch books, they have no Idea what the true colors of the 

chips are* Tha lights art manipulated so that the ehips 

are viewed under all*red# all-blue, and all-green light. 

Whan tha chipa have been viewed under all lighting 

conditions, tha regular work lights ara illuminated, and tha 

colored limits ara cut* Tha students than write tha correct 

nanas of tha eolora above tha chips. The class la asked to 

think about what is happening to cause the change of colors# 

At this point, tha work lights ara cut off, and tha red 

lights ara turned on* After a few seconds, tha work lights 

#e®e on again, and tha red lights ara cut. This proa ess is 

repeated with tha blue lights and then again with th# green 

Th# experiment with the ehips provides several possible 

points of interest for discussion* The students are asked 

to write down what they believe is happening to the eolored 

ehips under the influence of the different eolored lights* 

The teaeher then explains that before on# can fully under-

stand what is happening to the chips, he must be aware of 

why their true colors are seen in regular light* The class 

Is asked if anyone can explain why a red object appears red 

in regular light. The explanation is that the color of any 

object is created by the type of pigment that the surface 

contains* A piece of red paper, for example, contains 
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millions of tiny particles of red material. The term for the 

small particles is "pigment.* The red pigments in the paper 

will absorb all the colors in the spectrum except red* which 

it reflects and transmits# When the regular light ©r light con* 

tailing the entire spectrum is projected upon the red surface 

of the paper# the red light wares are reflected and the other* 

absorbed, allowing the red hue to be seen.^ 

To demonstrate this phenomenon of reflection and ab-

sorption, an interesting experiment may be performed by likening 

the pigment to a sponge and the color waves absorbed to water* 

The color transmitted is likened to B«B.*s, striking the 

sponge and bouncing off la all directions* A table is 

arranged with a large sponge in the center# It is helpful 

in containing the !.S.*s if there is a walled tray under the 

sponge. Six small jelly glasses or one-ounce jiggers are 

arranged in a row, each glass representing one of the six 

color bands found in the spectrum# The glasses are painted 

according to the color waves they represent. If the sponge 

is yellow, the yellow glass is filled with S#I.fa and the 

other glasses with small amounts of water. The class is told 

that the sponge is like pigment, because it absorbs all the 

colors except yellow, which it reflects in all directions. To 

%e*eareh .Laboratories, £&• &&«» p. 12« 
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demonstrate tills statement, the ©lass is asked to watch 

closely as a few drops of water are poured fro* each glass* 

As the drops strike the sponge, they are absorbed just as 

the light waves are absorbed in the pigment »• Hie yellow 

glass is held until last, then the are poured on the 

sponge* The not' being absorbed, will bounce and 

fly is all directions* 

fhe subject could further be pursued in relation to 

mixtures of color. This further discussion would depend 

upon the ability of the class. After the experiment with 

the 8,JM» and sponge, the class should be in a better 

position to understand what happens to a colored chip 

when it is seen in only one color of light. 

The class is asked to think about what has just been 

demonstrated in relation to the colored chip experiment 

they saw at the beginning of the period. The students 

should reread their original explanations of what happened 

to the colored chips and revise them if necessary* 

An explanation of what happened to the colored chips 

aay be illustrated most effectively b$c considering what 

happens to a blue patch of paper under red light. When 

the red light is projected on the bi«® paper, the student 

sees one of two visual sensations* Ideally, the blue 

patch would appear black under the influence of red light, 

since there would be no blue light waves to be reflected* 
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It often happens* however, that a color̂ -which appears pure 

may actually transmit torn# ipaatitiea of other light waves. 

For example, red light often contains some quantities of 

violet light. A blue piece of paper may be examined la 

what it asswed to b® totally red light, but which actually ' 

contains some violet waves. Since the blue pigment reflects 

some violet light, the paper may appear violet* Some 

students describe the blue chip* under red light as black, 

and others report violet, according to the sensitivity of 

their eyes to violet wave lengths. 

Another experiment, based on the effect of colored 

light on colored pigment, further emphasises the preceding 

discission, A picture of a man»s face is painted on a 

piece of white Illustration board* at least Id inches by 24 

inches, in blue tempera paint. Around the lines la the 

face is painted another face, a monster, done in red tempera. 

When the red stage lights are on, the blue face will b® 

seen as a gray image, and the red face will not be visible. 

The class is told that the man they see in the red light 

will turn into a monster under the influence of blue light, 

A gradual transformation in the face can be seem, if the 

class first sees the face with only the red light, then 

the red and blue lights, and, finally, just the blue lights, 

A brief discission may be held to determine why the trans-

formation takes place. 
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The following questions should have been answered during 

previous discussions5 

X* What makes color visiblef 

2. What happens to colored pigments seen under the 

influence of Just one color of light? 

3. What is pigmsnt? 

If time permits9 another exercise, which is interesting, 

may he performed to further illustrate the effect of a given 

light sorce upon a colored surface. The stag© is cleared 

of apparatus, laid the students take out their crayons, and 

turn to a clean sheet i»,-their sketch books. They are then 

asked to disperse over the stag®, s© as to 'allow plenty ©f 

room in which to work. Cue of the three possible light 

sources is then illuminated, allowing a complete visual 

environment of red, green, or blue light# Blue or red light 

is preferred. The ©lass is then asked to do a color illus-

tration, The subject matter should be suggested by the 

teacher and should be of simple, commonplace objects. The 

teacher should remember the amount of time remaining in 

the period and that the objects to be illustrated should be 

things of which the color is wall known, A subject-matter 

suggestion, for example, might be a bowl of fruit, containing 

a» apple, a pear, two bananas, an ©range, and a small cluster 

of grapes9 The object of the experiment is to allow the 
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students to decide what colors to use, "based upon what they 

see under the influence of the colored light around them. On 

completion of the illustrations, the work lights are turned 

on allowing the true colors to he seen* 

init i n 

Desired goals*--The following are the desired goals of 

this witt 

1* To understand the difference between additive and 

attractive color. 

2« fo beeoae aware of how artists hare used the two 

types of color. 

3» f© Hake clear the fact that the primary colors in 

light are red, blue, and green and in paint are 

red, yellow# and Hue? 

Apparatus.—fhe following is a list of apparatus to he 

used in this unit* 

1. A piece of blue and yellow construction paper, 

approximately It inches % IS inches. 

2. One piece of white poster, illustration, or mat 

board, li inches by 24 inches. 

3* A small amount of glue in conjunction with the above* 

mentioned paper. 

%mch, op* cit>, p« 221 • 
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4* A small easel. 

5# Several pieces of newsprint, fastened to a hard 

back, or a large fad of paper with a hard back. 

6« Two brushes, 3 Inches or 4 inches wide. 

7* Red, green, blue, and yellow tempera paint. 

8. Four small, transparent containers to hold the paint. 

9* On# slide projector. 

10* A projection screen or its equivalent. 

11, Several slides or prints of paintings by impres-

sionist or post-impressionist artists.(These prints 

or slides should be of fine enough quality to 

allow the students to study how the paint is plated 

on the canvas, If slides are used, close-ups of 

the brushwork, illustrating additive color, are 

helpful• The artists used in this unit and reported 

on here are Van Qogh, Seurat, and Mary Gaasatt*) 

12* it palette for mining paint. 

Materials.—The following is a list of materials needed 

by the student® for this unit} 

1. Sketch books. 

2. Pencils with erasers. 

Preparatory discussion.--The following ar# questions to 

be reviewedi 
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1. What Is pigment? 

2* What does pigment have to 4© with the way color 

is seen? 

3« What happens to a colored surface under the influence 

©f a light ©f Just ©»e color? 

The following' are word* or ideas that should he presented to 

the student st 

1. Additive color. 

2. Subtractive color. 

3. Impressionism. 

4* Post-impressionism. 

the names of the artists whose work will he used as examples 

should be introduced here* The following are questions the 

students are asked to notices 

1# What makes color in paint different fro® color in 

light? 

2* How have artists used the additive method of mixing 

colors? 

3. Will a mixture of yellow and blue light create the 

same color as a mixture of yellow and blue paint? 

4* ire thssre any examples of additive color mixtures 

on the stage? 
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Arrangement fll fcii£ "The students are seated, using 

half the stage. All apparatus is arranged on the stage, as 

illustrated in Figure 14. 

PR Table for mixing 
paint 

>1 Easel 
d Lectern 
Projection screen 
Projector and stand 

x Students 

Fig. 14~--Arrangement of the stage for Unit III 

Sequence of ideas.-*-The students are told that the 

following demonstration is to illustrate the difference 

between colored light and colored pigment. The red and 

green stage lights are illuminated. The students may use 

a blank page in their sketch books as a surface to observe 

the color that is produced, which is yellow. The stage 

lights are cut, and the work lights are again illuminated. 

The students1 attention is drawn to an easel, where several 
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sheets of newsprint are arranged, The elass Is informed that 

the paint to be used Is the same red and green tempera paint 

that is used in class* The teacher mixes the paint with a 

large brush and paints several swipes across the newsprint* 

The result is a gray, muddy, and neutralised color. The red 

and green tempera are measured in equal parts in two small, 

transparent glasses before the elass period* lifter the 

colors are shown to the class, they are then poured onto a 

palette, where they are mixed* k brush* $ to 4 inches wide, 

should be used* The class is asked what they are being shown. 

They w e being shown, of course, that red and green light 

does not produce the same color when mixed as red and green 

pigment or paint* 

When the elass has acknowledged that there is a definite 

difference between mixed light and mixed pigment, they are 

asked what makes the difference between colored light and 

colored pigment* To properly answer this question* a 

dlseusslon should be developed in which the difference 

between additive and subtractive color is discussed* 

When colored light is mixed within the eye, it is called 

"additive#* When two colors are viewed in conjunction, the 

eye cannot analyse the two separately at a distastes, and it 

must see the "integrated* result.10 It should be potato* 

luResearch Laboratories, &£* sit.*, p* 14* 
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out that in light, the basic eolors are red, blue, and green.11 

This is why the stag# lights come la sets of red, blue, and 

green. Subtraetive color results when light waves are 

absorbed or subtracted when they strike or pass through a 
*1 5 

pigmented substance, such as paint. It should he pointed 

out that is paint the primary eolors are red, yellow* and 

blue# 

Another experimant imr«« to further illustrate the 

differease between colored light and colored pigment, as 

well as pointing out the way artists use additive and sub-

tract ive eolors. fhe curtains are opened, allowing the 

entire auditorium to he visible. A specially prepared pateh 

of eolor has been placed toward the hack of the auditorium 

while the ©lass has been viewing the previous experiments# 

The pateh of color is a checkerboard arrangement of bias 

altd yellow* It is 6 inches by 6 inches and made fro* 

construction paper with the checkerboard squares 4 inch 

by | inch, as seen in Figure 15* fhe patch should be 

mounted on a large piece of illustration board or mat board. 

Blue ami yellow are complementary colors in light and create 

gray when nixed* When the patch is viewed at a distance, the 

reflecting light waves cannot he analysed separately by the 

eye, and a mixture etcurs.1^ 

1:hluch, &Ub-» P* 221. 
12Eesearch laboratories, as.. clt.. p. 14. 

!3ibid«» p. 16. 
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After viewing the patch at the back of the auditorium, 

the students are asked what color they see, which is gray. 

The patch is then brought closer, revealing the blue and 
• • ; • i • .. •» 

yellow design. The patch is then carried back again to allow 

the phenomenon to be seen again. Figure 15 illustrates the 

design of the patch. 

Fig. 15—Blue and yellow additive color experiment 

The class is asked to explain why the colors change* 

When the fact that the color mixture is additive is established, 

the teacher draws the attention of the class hack to the easel, 

where the previously painted newsprint is removed and a clean 

sheet revealed# The teacher then mixes hlue and yellow paint, 

as in the experiment with the red and green tempera paint. 
' v 

The students are asked to explain the difference between the 

two color mixtures they have just witnessed# It is pointed 
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©«efe at this point that a number of artists, gush as Monet, 

tenoir, Tan Gogh, and Seurat, used the additive method of 

mixing color When colors are placed in conjunction, the 

eye cannot completely analyse the two colors separately. 

The class is shown examples of some of the artists* work , 

mentioned above and asked to point out some uses of. additive 

color in the examples. The students become aware of how 

the artists painted with small dabs of color in conjunction 

to create ait additive blend* . The effect is similar to the , 

checkerboard patch that was shown. 

Review.A short review of all major points covered in 

the teaching units should be given here# In view of the 

large amount of. information given, the students In Wait III, 

the review should be short and to the point. The following 

questions should be asked in conducting the review t 

1. What is colors 

2. Where does the color we see come front 

3. What is a color wheel? 

4« What is pigment? 

5. low is ll#t affected by pigment? 

6. What is additive color? 

7. How have artists used additive color? 

^Faulkner, liegfeld and Hill, *p» 202# 
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The preceding three teaching units present the areas of 

color theory developed for study on the school stage* Other 

color experiments or student projects may be carried on in 

the classroom# 



CHAPTER ? 

TESTIHG 

The Method of Evaluation 

Since m control group was used In this stmdy# a test 

was prepared as an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

teaching units* It was presented twice* in order to produce 

test results that could he compared. This test was given 

to eaeh class before and again after the presentation of the 

teaching mits* The outcome of these two testings produced 

the results that are considered in this chapter. The 

evaluation is further enriched by correlating X.Q* groupings 

with the degree ©f learning achieved. 

The Test 

The test consists of fifteen written questions# which 

require a selection of appropriate answer cards by the stu~ 

dent individually* 1 Like the teaching units, the test is 

designed to emphasize visual experience. Wherever possible* 

in answering the questions* a visual response is required 

rather than a written one. 

SiM tflfr 

The answer to each question of the test is arranged on 

an answer card in the form of areas or designs in color, 

53 
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with as few written words as possible. As illustrated in 

Figure 16, each answer card is designed to allow the lower 

hal^ to lit into an envelope pocket. The card may be removed 

and replaced in the envelope at will. 

Answer 
Card •• 

Fig. 16—Answer card and envelope pocket 

In addition to fifteen correct answer cards, there are 

twenty-one incorrect answer cards, making a total of thirty-

six possible choices* All thirty~six cards are arranged on 

a hoard, which serves as a selection panel, containing 

thirty-six pockets holding choice cards. 

Another hoard is used which serves as an answer panel. 

On this panel are arranged fifteen empty pockets, numbered 
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m% through fifteen* Each aual«ri4 pocket corresponds with 

a question a#)«f on the question sheet• The total test 

consists of a set of flftmn questions, one selection panel, 

and one answer panel* 

fhe student is asked to read each of the questions and 

select from the selection panel the card he believes contains 

the correct answer* A* each answer is selected, It is placed 

In the pocket on the answer panel to correspond with the 

number of the question being considered, the student is 

asked not to guess* 

Each answer card has the nuabcof the question it 

answers printed oa its hack# For that reason, the test can 

easily he graded when the answers are replaced in the selection 

panel* 

2 M 1SJ& titiffMsaa 

The questions were mimeographed, and one copy was given 

to each student as he prepared to take the test. After 

completion of the test, the copy was graded and kept by the 

teacher. 

The test questions are as follows* 

1. What Is colort 

2. Which square best show® what happens when all the 

colors in light are equally mixed? 
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3* Which square heat shows what happens when all the 

colors in light are taken -away? 

km When light la shown through it prism, all thi eolora 

that are in the light are revealed. What is the 

order ia which the eolora are seen? 

5. ffbftfc ia the term used for arrangement of color 

projected through the pria®? 

6, Which ia m example of the color wheel? 

7« What color is reflected when regular light strike* 

red pigment? 

8. When red pigment la seem under hlue light, what 

color ia revealed? 

9# Which eolora are absorbed when regular light 

strikes blue pigment? 

10, Which are the primary color® found in light? 

11* Which are the primary colors found in pigment? 

12, Which la an example of additive color? 

13. When a hlue light and a yellow light are mixed, 

what color la made? 

14« When a red light and a green light are nixed, 

what color is made? 

15* Which of the pictures is m example of the way 

SQ&e artists have used additive color? 

The first six questions pertain to material covered la 

Unit I, Question® seven, eight, and nine refer to material 
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studied in Unit II. The last questions, ten through fifteen, 

are based on Unit III* 

The Test Results 

T M CflmawelrS/m. st Bsgvflts at £to 

Fir at gQl £ M Second T9StiW5 

The results of the two testings are shown in Figures 17, 

1&, 19, and 20. The results of the first testing show how 

much prior knowledge of the material covered in each unit the 

students possessed. The results of the second testing show how 

much increase in knowledge was made after the presentation. 
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It should be noted here, that the students 414 not have their 

notes, and that they were asked not to study for the test# 

§mm&M gMft SsfiSiiMa.—iigW'e 1? iHustrates th® 

results of both the tests in a 7th grade class of 30 students. 

whose average I«Q, Is 120. Most ©f the students in this class 

are honor students, which means that their I.Q.'s and past 

school performance show thess to he academically talented* 

The first testing reveals the class to hare a low frier 

knowledge of the Material covered ©n the test# Exceptions to 

the low prior knowledge are questions 5# 6, and 15, of which 

approximately half the class answered correctly on the first 

test# In all the classes tested* questions 5> 6* and 15 were 

consistently among the best scores on the first test# The 

results of the first test are illustrated in Figure 17 by the 

lower group of numbers, 

the scores from the second testing are discussed, according 

t# the average increase on questions dealing with materials from 

each of the three teaching units. On Unit I, on questions 1 

through 6# this 7th grade class shows an average increase in 

correct answers of 14*3* On questions 7 through 9 on Unit II* 

the average increase is 14*0.• The last questions, 10 through 

15, for Unit III, show an increase of 11.8* 

Srn M M k firidto A tfrgfrtea* figure IS shows the results 

of both tests for Eighth Grade 1. This is a class of 11 
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students, whose average I.Q. is 114. Most of the pupils in 

this class, though not considered honor students, perform well 

academically. 
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Fig. 18—Graph of test results for Eighth Grade A 

With the exceptions of questions 5, 6, and 15, Eighth Grade 

A shows a low score on the first test. The lower numbers on 

Figure IS list graphically the scores of the first test# 

On the questions for Unit I, the class shows an average 

increase in correct answers of 3.9* Unit II shows an increase 

of $.7, and Unit III shows an increase of 4,1. 

2 M Ji-fthth grafts A testings. —Figure 19 shows the results 

of both tests for Eighth Grade B, which is a class of 30 
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students, whose average I.Q. is 114. This &th grade, though 

maintaining a high average X.Q* score, performs academically 

v on the average for Thomas C. Marsh Junior High. 
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Fig. 19—Graph of test results for Eighth Grade B 

Eighth Grade B shows an average increase of 15.2 in 

correct answers on the questions for Unit I. On Unit II, 

the increase is 13.Of and the increase is 9.0 on Unit III. 

The ninth grade testings.—Results of both tests for 

the ninth grade are illustrated in Figure 20* This group 

consists of students, whose average I.Q. is 112, As 
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opposed to the 7th and $th grades, art is an elective in the 

9th grade. For this reason, most of the pupils in this class 

have a more than average interest in art* 

The 9th grade shows an average increase of 9.4 on the 

questions for Unit I# On Unit II, the average increase is 

15.7, and the increase is 11.8 on Unit III. 
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Fig. 20—Graph of test results for Ninth Grade 

Figure 20 reveals graphically the large amount of prior 

knowledge of the material in Unit I. This explains the com-

paratively low average increase of 9.4 in this part of the 

test. 
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H*& gTOs|iM« M. |to taafc liiaif 
1II& X*S* S s ma 

The pwt$torn* of the I.Q. groupings Is to. correlate I.Q. 
scores with the amount of learning revealed on the test 

questions, relating to each of the three teaching units. . In 

order to make this correlation, all of the test scores were 

grouped according to the students' I.Q. ratings. The I.Q. 

groups ranged from 70 t© 90* from 91 to 110, fro* H I to 120, 

and from 121 to 140* 

The percentages in Tafcle I refer to the average number 

of students answering all the questions correctly in each of 
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the three teaching units. The averages for both test I and 

Teat II are arranged side by tide in fable I* 

- The first - three I.Q. groups show consistently lees ' 

prior knowledge' than does the fourth, the highest group* 

This pattern is also evident in the second'test, where the 

highest I«Q* group average is consistently more than the 

average of the lower groups. Even with the general trend 

being a gradual increase in scores from the lowest to the 

highest group, the differences between all the groups are 

not extreme. Since all groups show substantial gains over 

the first teat, the indication is that all X»Q« groups 

learned effectively from the three teaching units* 

While observing the students as they took the test, 

several observations were made by the teacher. The students 

were interested in taking the test and enjoyed its visual 

character*. The'uniqueness and color of the teat appeared to 

be motivating factors. In many cases, the students were 

eager to experience the test* 
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s w m m t CQNCMJSIOliS, AND sBcoiMiOAfxatfs 

Summary 

Based on the assumption that certain aspects of eolor may 

best be taught fey visual means, three instructional units have 

been developed. These units use the techniques of audio-visual 

education which utilise the school stage as a laboratory* 

By using, existing stage equipment, such as curtains and 

light controls, the school stage becomes an effective audio* 

visual tool for producing desired color environments# this 

stage equipment is supplemented by a slide projector and other 

visual aids* 

Aspects of color dealt with in the instructional units 

include the nature and origin of eolor and the differences 

between colored pigments and colored light* Each of the 

units contains demonstrations designed to teach different ones 

of these aspects*. 

The three teaching units, which may be adapted for seventh-, 

eighth-, and ninth-grade students, are outlined in detail* In 

order to provide a smooth flow of subject matter and related 

experiences for the students, each of the three teaching units 

is coordinated with the others* 
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f i t# ualts were presented to seventh*, eighth-, and 

ninth-grade atudenta at Thomas C. Marsh Junior High School. 

These students were tested before and after the presentation 

of the units, and the results of these teats ijrere recorded. 

Conclusions 

The conclusion is that the typical junior high school 

stage in Dallas, Texas may he effectively used as a color 

laboratory. Sot only nay certain aspects of color he taught 

by the use of the school stage, but these aspects of color 

may come alive for the students in a way not achievable in 

the classroom* 

It became obvious to the teacher, as he presented the 

various demonstrations contained in- the three teaching units# 

that the students were motivated and that learning took ' 

place* The nature of the demonstrations stimulated questions 

and enthusiastic responses on the part of the students* ' They 

ware particularly awed by the drastic changes that took place 

In the colors of objects when they were seen in light of only 

one hue* 

The students not only enjoyed the demonstrations * but 

the results of the testings discussed in Chapter ? indicated 

that they also learned a great deal, the testing results 

also revealed that the units are effective for a wide range 

of abilities* 
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After the presentation of the three teaching units to 

the students, it became obvious through personal observation 

in the olassroon that the students were able to recall a 

great deal of what they learned# Their understanding of 

color, displayed later in very casual circumstances, indicated 

the insists the' students gained* 

leeouaaendatlons 

Based upon information gained fro» test results and 

observations made by the teacher during the sessions, sobs 

recommendations can b« made to Improve further presentations 

of the units* 

The first two teaching units are nore effective in the 

seventh and eighth grades* than is the third* This fact 

becomes evident by the students* responses during the pre* 

gestations and by their performances on the test* The 

reason for this lack of interest in the third unit nay he 

that the material covered in this unit is too complex* or* 

by the time the third unit is presented* the students are 

becoming weary of this method of instruction* In the seventh 

and eighth grades* Unit 1X1 should be excluded* 

The ninth-grade students show a great amount of prior 

knowledge of the Material covered in the first two unite* 

For this grade level, Unit I and Unit II should be combined, 

with an emphasis upon the material covered in Unit XX* 
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Unit 111 should h© eiqpanded to include more of the optic 

phenomena of color, such as afterinages* 

The testing device discussed is Chapter ¥ is ?try 

successful in its ritual nature and is adequate for this 

study. However, since the test is presented to 0a# student 

at a time, it is too cumbersome to h© used in a normal 

teaching situation. Possible improvement of the test might 

h@ to project the answer choices hy use of a slide projector 

or an overhead projector. In this way, the entire class may 

take the test in one class period. 

is a final recommendation, it should he pointed out 

that the concepts discussed in this study hare only scratched 

the surface of the potential use of the school stage as a 

teaching tool and* indeed, as an art medium. This potential 

should *>e exploited further in an atteapt to bring to students 

the kind of learning experiences that will he true and 

meaningful for them. 



APPENDIX 

9nr Art 0ons*iltaiitf 

I am writing my thesis in coaipletion of a Master of Arts 
degree froa North Texas State University. % «#Ject deals 
i&th the teaching of certain aspects of color hjr controlling 
a# much at possible the visual environment of the students. 

It would be of groat benefit to me to know it any similar 
experiments have heen tried in other school districts, 
for this reason. I request that you cheek and return the 
following questions• Tour assistaaee and prompt reply are 
certainly appreciated. 

Sincerely yours* 

Mr. Mufin C. Barker 
2122 Morgan -
Irving, texas 75G60 

Tes • So 

1. Has the use of colored lights *een used in the 
instruction of color! 

2* las the school stage ever keen used as a oolor 
laboratory! 

3* Please check the following audio-visual aids 
used in the instruction of colors 

A, Films 
S# Slides 
C* Demonstrations 
1* Color charts 
1* Spinning devices to demonstrate additive 

color or the mixing of colored light 
F* Others not mentioned I 

Comments! 
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